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Abstract 

Traditional retinal microvascular parameters (smaller arteriolar and greater venular 

calibre) are associated with cardiovascular risk factors, pre-clinical vascular 

phenotypes and clinical cardiovascular events in adults. Although novel retinal 

microvascular geometric parameters showed analogous associations in adults, less is 

known whether these parameters are associated with cardiovascular health from 

childhood. In a population-based cross-sectional study in children (n=1126, mean age 

11.4 years, 50.3% girls), we examined associations of cardiovascular risk factors and 

pre-clinical arterial phenotypes with retinal geometric parameters. Cardiovascular 

parameters included body mass index (BMI), an inflammatory marker (GlycA), low-

density lipoprotein and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, systolic (SBP) 

and diastolic blood pressure, large artery functional (pulse wave velocity, PWV and 

carotid arterial elasticity) and structural (carotid intima-media thickness) phenotypes. 

Retinal geometric parameters (fractal dimension (Df) and tortuosity) were quantified 

from retinal images. Multivariable regression models were performed and adjusted for 

potential confounders. Higher values for BMI, SBP and PWV showed weak 

associations with lower (i.e. worse) arteriolar but not venular Df (standardized mean 

difference (SMD) ranging from -0.06 to -0.09, 95% CIs -0.13 to -0.01). Higher HDL 

was associated with greater arteriolar Df (SMD 0.07, 95%CI 0.01 to 0.13). Only 

higher SBP was associated with higher (i.e. worse) arteriolar but not venular 

tortuosity (SMD 0.09, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.16). In generally healthy children, some risk 

factors and pre-clinical arterial phenotypes show small associations with retinal 

geometric parameters. In childhood, emerging relationships between microvascular 

parameters and cardiometabolic risk may be better described by retinal vascular 

calibre than by geometric parameters. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The retinal microcirculation can be imaged directly and non-invasively. In adults, retinal microvascular 

width (or caliber) has been widely studied,1 with meta-analyses showing that narrower arteriolar and wider 

venular caliber predict cardiovascular diseases (CVD) including stroke and coronary heart disease.2-4 

However, assessment of retinal microvascular caliber overlooks structural variation and geometry across the 

overall retinal vasculature, which could be important.  

The design of the retinal vascular tree follows the optimization principle, according to the validated theory 

of minimum work.5 Thus, it is hypothesized that when the architecture of the vascular tree is compromised, 

the efficiency of metabolic transport is reduced, reflecting greater CVD risk and microcirculation damage.5 

Image scoring software such as the Singapore I Vessel Assessment (SIVA) software now allows assessment 

of retinal vascular geometry in large studies, beyond vessel caliber.6,7 In adults, microvascular geometric 

parameters have been associated with CVD and risk factors, such as higher blood pressure (BP), and 

cholesterol levels.6,8 These results have also been replicated using different scoring software,9,10 but had 

mixed findings in the few children’s studies,11,12 when these retinal parameters may be valuable potential 

early markers of CVD risk.  

Using the national, population-based Child Health CheckPoint study nested within the Longitudinal Study of 

Australian Children (LSAC), we previously reported that retinal microvascular caliber was associated with 

body mass index (BMI), a chronic inflammation marker (Glycoprotein acetyls, GlycA), and phenotypes of 

large arterial function and structure in 11-12 year-olds.13,14 We now investigate whether retinal geometric 

parameters (considered here to be ‘outcomes’) show similar associations in the same cohort, and therefore 

whether they provide additional information about the early development of CVD risk beyond 

microvascular caliber.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Study Design and Participants 

In 2004, the LSAC study recruited a nationally representative sample of 5107 Australian infants who have 

since been followed biennially (retention 73.7% to wave 6 in 2014).15 The Child Health CheckPoint, a cross-

sectional data collection wave nested between LSAC’s waves 6 and 7, was a one-off comprehensive 

biophysical assessment of 11- to 12-year old children and one attending parent. The study design and 

recruitment are described elsewhere16 and the study flow is shown in the Supplementary Figure. Briefly, 

CheckPoint collected data on multiple health domains across Australia at assessment centers in major and 

regional cities. Retinal data were unavailable on 518 children participating in smaller cities or home visits as 

retinal images were not collected due to limitations in equipment mobility. Retinal geometric parameters are 

yet to be scored on parents. 

Measures 

Supplementary Table shows the equipment and procedures for cardiovascular risk (BMI, GlycA, systolic 

blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), low-density lipoprotein (LDL) and high-density 

lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, triglyceride, carotid intima-media thickness (cIMT), pulse wave velocity 

(PWV) and carotid arterial elasticity); retinal geometry (retinal fractal dimension (Df), simple tortuosity; and 

a priori identified potential confounding variables. Collection procedures for each measure have been 

described previously.17-20 BMI was converted into age- and gender-specific z-scores using the US CDC 

growth reference charts.21  
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Figure 1 shows SIVA interface with two novel retinal microvascular geometric parameters. Tortuosity is an 

index of how much the retinal vessels deviate from a straight line of the same vessel segment; a lower 

tortuosity index represents straighter (ie better) vessels.7 Df summarizes the complexity of the branching of 

arterioles/venules,6 where larger values represent a more complex (ie better) branching pattern. 

Statistical analysis 

Multivariable linear regression models were performed with estimates adjusted for age, sex and socio-

economic position (SEP). We considered retinal geometric parameters as the dependent variables, although 

for the large artery measures the reverse would be equally plausible since they were measured cross-

sectionally. To visualize our findings, we internally constructed standardized scores ([observed value -

mean]/SD) for all measures except BMI z-score; thus regression coefficients represent the standardized 

mean difference (SMD). Analyses were performed in Stata 15.0 (StataCorp LP; College Station, TX, USA).  

 

Figure 1. Retinal geometric parameters measured using Singapore I Vessel Assessment (SIVA). (1) Arterioles are 

highlighted in red and venules in blue. The measured area of retinal microvascular parameters is demarcated by white 

circles 0.5 to 2.0 disc diameters away from the disc margin. Simple tortuosity is calculated by the actual length of 

vessel divided by the Euclidean distance between the first and last points of that vessel; (2) Fractal dimension was 

calculated from the skeletonized line tracing using the box-counting method. 

 

RESULTS  

Of the 1874 children participating in CheckPoint, 1126 (mean age 11.4 years, 50.3% girls) had data on all 

measures (Table 1). The sample mean SEP was 0.26 SD above (i.e. more advantaged) the mean SEP of all 

families retained at LSAC wave 6 and the mean SEP of all families enrolled at LSAC wave 1 (mean 0, SD 

1). 

The results of all analyses are presented in Table 2. Data are presented as the association per SD higher of 

BMI z-score, standardized GlycA, BP, LDL, HDL, triglyceride, cIMT, PWV and arterial elasticity with 

standardized regression coefficient change in retinal parameters. Higher BMI, SBP and PWV showed weak 

evidence of an association with lower (ie worse) arteriolar Df (SMD ranging from -0.07 to -0.09, 95% CIs -

0.13 to -0.01), whereas higher HDL was associated with greater arteriolar Df 0.07 (95%CI 0.01 to 0.13). 

Only higher SBP was associated with higher (ie worse) arteriolar tortuosity (SMD 0.09, 95% CI 0.02 to 

0.16). There was no evidence of associations between any exposure measures with venular Df or tortuosity. 

Table 1. Sample characteristics of the analytic sample; all values are mean (SD) except sex (%) 
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Variable 
Value  

(n=1126) 

Age (years) 11.4 (0.5) 

% females 50.3 

Family socioeconomic position 0.26 (1.0) 

BMI z-score 0.28 (0.97) 

Glycoprotein acetyls (mmol/L) 0.99 (0.12) 

Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.36 (0.31) 

High-density lipoprotein cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.48 (0.27) 

Triglyceride (mmol/L) 1.03 (0.44) 

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 108.0 (7.8) 

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 62.8 (5.4) 

cIMT(μm) 575.4 (41.0) 

Arterial elasticity (%/10mmHg) 4.8 (0.8) 

Pulse wave velocity (m/s) 4.5 (0.5) 

Fractal dimension  

Arteriole fractal dimension  1.24 (0.05) 

Venule fractal dimension 1.21 (0.05) 

Tortuosity  

Simple tortuosity arteriole 1.12 (0.03) 

Simple tortuosity venule  1.10 (0.02) 

 

 

Table 2. Differences in retinal outcomes per SD higher of cardiovascular risk factors and pre-clinical arterial 

phenotypes; regression estimates adjusted for age, sex and SEP. 

 Fractal dimension  Simple tortuosity 

Exposures Arteriole Venule  Arteriole Venule 

SMD (95%CI) p SMD (95%CI) p  SMD (95%CI) p SMD (95%CI) p 

BMI z-score -0.08 (-0.13, -0.02) 0.01 -0.01 (-0.06, 0.05) 0.83  0.00 (-0.06, 0.07) 0.92 -0.02 (-0.09, 0.05) 0.57 

GlycA -0.06 (-0.13, 0.00) 0.05 0.02 (-0.04, 0.09) 0.52  0.04 (-0.03, 0.12) 0.22 0.05 (-0.02, 0.12) 0.17 

LDL cholesterol 0.00 (-0.06, 0.06) 1.00 -0.02 (-0.09, 0.04) 0.43  -0.00 (-0.06, 0.06) 0.99 0.01 (-0.06, 0.07) 0.83 

HDL cholesterol 0.07 (0.01, 0.13) 0.02 0.01 (-0.05, 0.07) 0.68  -0.05 (-0.11, 0.02) 0.14 -0.01 (-0.08, 0.05) 0.74 

Triglyceride -0.05 (-0.11, 0.02) 0.15 -0.03 (-0.09, 0.04) 0.43  0.06 (-0.00, 0.13) 0.06 0.06 (-0.00, 0.13) 0.07 

Systolic BP -0.07 (-0.13, -0.01) 0.03 -0.00 (-0.06, 0.06) 0.92  0.09 (0.02, 0.16) 0.01 -0.01 (-0.07, 0.06) 0.86 

Diastolic BP -0.02 (-0.08, 0.04) 0.52 -0.00 (-0.07, 0.06) 0.93  0.07 (-0.00, 0.14) 0.06 0.01 (-0.06, 0.09) 0.68 

cIMT -0.02 (-0.08, 0.04) 0.44 -0.05 (-0.11, 0.01) 0.12  -0.01 (-0.07, 0.06) 0.80 -0.03 (-0.09, 0.04) 0.46 

Arterial 

elasticity 
0.05 (-0.01, 0.11) 0.11 0.01 (-0.05, 0.08) 0.64 

 
-0.03 (-0.10, 0.04) 0.35 0.01 (-0.06, 0.08) 0.71 

PWV -0.09 (-0.15, -0.03) 0.00 -0.01 (-0.07, 0.04) 0.63  0.05 (-0.01, 0.12) 0.10 0.02 (-0.05, 0.09) 0.58 

Abbreviations: SMD, standardized mean difference; SEP, socioeconomic position; BMI, body mass index; 

LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; BP, blood pressure; cIMT, carotid intima-

media thickness; PWV, pulse wave velocity. Results with p-value less than 0.05 were in bold. 
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DISCUSSION  

Principal findings 

In this population-based cross-sectional study of 11-12 year-olds, we found weak evidence of associations 

between some cardiovascular health measures and retinal arteriolar, but not venular geometry. However, 

there was no clear generalized pattern across all factors considered. For example, some risk factors (ie 

higher BMI, HDL and SBP) were weakly associated with arteriolar Df, while only higher SBP was 

associated with arteriolar tortuosity. Of the clinical arterial phenotypes examined, only PWV showed weak 

evidence of an association with retinal arteriolar Df. 

Strengths and limitations 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in children to examine the relationship between pre-

clinical cardiovascular risk factors and retinal geometric parameters. Our study drew on a large, national 

sample of Australian children spanning diverse geographical areas. Intermediate phenotypes of small and 

large vessels were assessed contemporaneously at the right-sided circulation.  

Longitudinal studies would perhaps reveal stronger associations and their temporal patterns. Further, our 

sample is slightly more socioeconomically advantaged compared to the original LSAC samples and is 

predominantly Anglo-European, which may limit the generalizability of findings to other populations.  

Interpretation in light of other studies 

Df and tortuosity are indicators of vasculature complexity. In adults with cardiometabolic conditions, such as 

hypertension and diabetes, microvascular remodeling results in less structural complexity but more tortuous 

vessel patterns.22,23 There are few studies in children and results are not consistent. One study of 166 

Malaysian children (mean age 9.6 years) found that venular Df and tortuosity were slightly higher in 

children with obesity (mean difference: Df 0.015 (95% CI 0.001, 0.030), tortuosity 0.006 (95% CI 0.001, 

0.012)).11 In contrast, our study revealed evidence of an association with only with arteriolar Df, with per z-

score higher BMI associated with 0.08SD (0.10 unit) lower arteriolar Df.  

A smaller study of 88 children with type 1 diabetes (mean age 13.6 years) reported that greater cIMT was 

associated with greater arteriolar but not venular tortuosity.12 This was not evident in our sample. If large 

arterial dysfunction precedes structural changes,24 it is plausible that the association of arterial phenotypes 

with retinal geometry emerge from mid-childhood and may become more evident later in life and in those 

with cardiometabolic disease conditions.25 

Implications 

Several studies have demonstrated that retinal microvascular parameters correlate with changes in the 

microcirculation in the kidney, brain, and heart, highlighting the clinical value of evaluating the retinal 

microcirculation.26 Advanced deep-learning algorithms from retinal images can predict a range of 

cardiovascular risk factors, including age, sex, SBP and BMI.27 Although some large population-based 

studies report associations between retinal geometric parameters and CVD in late adulthood,6 these 

parameters have only recently been described and there are fewer and less consistent data compared to 

retinal microvascular caliber, particularly in children. Likewise, we found a smaller size of associations with 

these geometric parameters than we have previously reported for retinal microvascular caliber in the same 

cohort.13,14 This might reflect lower reliability in geometric parameters than calibers.28 Longitudinal studies 

with repeated measurements of both cardiovascular risk factors and retinal parameters across different life 
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stages could clarify the relationships and inform the usefulness of the geometric measures of retinal 

vasculature.  

CONCLUSIONS 

In a largely healthy sample of Australian children, CVD risk factors were only weakly associated with 

retinal arteriolar geometric parameters. In childhood, emerging relationships between microvascular 

parameters and cardiometabolic risk may be better described by retinal vessel caliber than by retinal vessel 

geometry.   
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